NanoTech’s Sportsman’s Gun Oil is the latest technology for protecting and extending the life of your guns without the use of chemicals, which can deteriorate and harm weapons.

Every bottle of our Sportsman’s Gun Oil contains millions of 4-6 nanometer sized-diamonds, each of which is less than ten- thousandths the diameter of a human hair. Each nano diamond is encapsulated in a specially formulated non-tacky biodegradable oil. The nano diamonds “creep” into the mechanisms of the gun loosening dirt and debris and leaving a self-healing thin layer of protection behind, which help to keep gunpowder residue from sticking to the metal surfaces during use. The nano diamonds embed in the pores of the metal surfaces of the gun’s components, thus helping to seal out dirt, debris and corrosion-causing moisture. Nano diamonds are round in shape and change “sliding” friction into “rolling” friction. Acting like little ball bearings they allow the metal surfaces of the gun to "roll" over each other instead of scrapping against each other.

Sportsman’s Gun Oil is designed to penetrate, loosen dirt and debris and lubricate with a “self healing” thin layer of oil. Special additives have been added to help protect your gun from corrosion.

Guns will react faster and with less jams even in extremely cold or hot temperatures. Sportsman’s Gun Oil will bring new life to older guns.

Use Sportsman’s Gun Oil on your weapons! For heavier automatic weapons we suggest using NanoTech’s Military Gun Oil.

**KEY BENEFITS INCLUDE:**
- Reduced friction
- Less Jamming
- Cleaner Metal Surfaces
- Faster & Smoother Operation
- Displaces Moisture
- Works in Extreme Cold
- Excellent Corrosion Protection
- Over 95% Readily Biodegradable

“Nanotize” your guns today and protect your investment!